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Marketers are hearing a lot about artificial intelligence (AI) these days. Gartner’s Innovation Insight:
Artificial Intelligence Will Transform Marketing predicts that in the next several years, AI will
enable numerous marketing applications, including natural-language conversational experiences,
real-time personalization and automatic content generation. Another practice that can benefit from AI
is lookalike modeling, an emerging sales and marketing application whose value proposition is to put
qualified leads into the funnel while streamlining the B2B purchase journey.
For many marketers, there’s no debate about the merits of integrating AI technology into operations.
The challenge instead is where to start. What applications of AI are currently available and deliver
value by solving pressing marketing problems? AI technologies that help identify and place better
leads into the funnel while removing friction as they pass through it can help move the revenue
needle for B2B marketers. Companies such as Oracle Bronto and CommCreative are already using
AI to help clients run self-tuning lead generation campaigns using lookalike modeling.
This guide explains lookalike modeling for lead generation and will discuss:
1. Why B2B marketers should reassess lead generation to boost conversion rates and
campaign results;
2. The explosion of channel and content data driving the need for AI in lead gen;
3. How to replicate best customers with lookalike modeling;
4. A step-by-step guide to lookalike modeling; and
5. How to get started with lookalike modeling.
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Lead Generation:
An Evergreen Priority For B2B

Lead generation is a core responsibility for most B2B marketers. Demand Gen Report’s 2018 Demand
Generation Benchmarking Study shows that 70% of B2B marketers were growing their demand
generation budgets in 2018. The study also identified the top two demand generation priorities:
1. Focusing on lead quality over lead quantity (73%); and
2. Improving conversion rates/campaign results (72%).
Impeding greater lead generation success are the historically low conversion rates that exist in the funnel,
particularly at the top. A recent WordStream benchmark of conversion rates for Google ads reports
an average conversion rate of 3.75% for the search network and .77% on the display network. While some
lead generation approaches produce higher rates (and others lower), a Salesforce study determined
that the time it takes leads to convert to opportunities averages 84 days. For these reasons, approaches
that increase conversion rates and accelerate the pipeline journey have significant value to marketers.
By using AI, marketers don’t have to rely on hunches to drive campaigns. Instead, they can create selflearning campaigns that convert faster and at a higher rate, tuning themselves for better performance
that directly impacts revenue. “Marketing AI not only works, but also gets rid of seat-of-the-pants intuition
favored by both marketing and sales executives,” said Heidi Cohen, Chief Content Officer for Actionable
Marketing Guide and President of Riverside Marketing Strategies.
CommCreative, a Boston-based digital marketing agency, has used self-learning, lookalike modeling to
help a client accelerate its pipeline. Combining lookalike modeling with the client’s ABM strategy in a
pilot campaign, the results were impressive. “After the first campaign, I could see that we were getting
great lead numbers, even if our ABM list was limited in size,” said Amy Grucela, Director of Strategy for
CommCreative. Follow-up campaigns performed even better because of the AI self-tuning capability. “I like
that the algorithm is always learning,” added Grucela. This CommCreative client saw pipeline throughput
accelerate 247% as a result of blending AI-fueled lead generation with its ABM strategy.
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Why The Explosion Of Channel
And Content Data Makes AI
Important For Lead Gen

B2B marketers, as they continuously search for better ways to go to market, may look at their own
customer base, identifying the best customers they wish they could replicate. To find “lookalike” new
customers, marketers create personas or models based on best customers, a largely manual process.
The goal is to use these models to drive the lead generation process. These manually created models,
however, can’t consider all the data and analytics an enterprise has or can get about its best customers.
In fact, an EY study, Becoming an analytics-driven organization to create value, reports that 32% of
respondents admitted to being overwhelmed by data.
It is the proliferation of marketing content and channels that is creating so much touchpoint data that
is rich in potential value for lead generation. “Fifteen years ago, LinkedIn was six months old, YouTube
didn’t exist, nor did Instagram, Facebook or Snapchat,” said Michael Brenner, CEO of Marketing Insider
Group. “It’s been an extreme explosion in the number of channels that we are engaging content on.
As we consume more and more content on more channels, companies are distributing it across those
channels, and that arms race doesn’t appear to be abating in any way.”
Industry experts noted that B2B marketers can turn all this data into kinetic value by exploiting AI to
thoroughly sift through and analyze it all to produce a lookalike lead generation model. Furthermore,
as the B2B ecosystem evolves, an AI-built lookalike model isn’t static, but learns as conditions change,
dynamically turning itself to create better results over time.
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Replicating Best Customers
With Lookalike Modeling

The desire of marketing and sales teams to replicate their best customers captures the value proposition
of using AI-fueled lookalike modeling for lead generation. “Marketing AI aggregates and analyzes the data
of high-performing customers across a variety of digital activities and content preferences,” said Cohen.
“Based on this information, marketing AI models high-quality lookalike B2B audiences at scale.”
Lookalike modeling uses an enterprise’s best customers as input data. With commercially available vendor
solutions, companies like CommCreative use lookalike modeling to build “smart personas” for clients.
Input to these models can include data such as the size of a prospect company’s workforce, its industry,
employee skills profile and education, experience, employment duration and even management leadership
profiles. Leveraging these and other inputs, the AI modeling algorithm looks for commonalities among
best customers to create a model of algorithmically similar or “lookalike” prospects. The resulting model
not only identifies audiences with the highest propensity to purchase, but optimizes the delivery of content
to engage them. “Over time, marketing AI delivers the best content within an organization personalized to
meet readers’ needs to provide improved customer and communications experiences,” said Cohen.
This approach is ideal for B2B buying journeys that are far more relational than transactional, as AI can
read the digital “body language” of prospects as they engage with content, leaving valuable clues for
demand generation.
“Most B2B cycles are long — and not transactional,” said Robert Rose, Chief Strategy Advisor at the
Content Marketing Institute. “They are based on many factors that are outside any part of the
transactional buying cycle. So, that makes a strong case for understanding B2B customers as people that
have needs and wants that go outside our product or service. It’s this kind of information that we can use
to see signals of when ‘change’ actually occurs.”
AI lookalike modeling has the capacity to interpret all available data and see these signals of change,
providing marketers with real-time insights and orchestrating personalized responses. The result is a
streamlined buying journey with more conversions.
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Lookalike Modeling Examples,
Steps And Strategies To
Achieve Your Goals

Lookalike modeling is already producing measurable results for some B2B marketers. Oracle Bronto
provides marketing automation to the global Internet Retailer Top 1000, but identifying its ideal customer
requires more than just knowing the industry code or company size. The company implemented lookalike
modeling to put the right accounts into the pipeline and help the nurturing process. The initial pilot
yielded $500,000 of pipeline value. Introducing AI for lookalike modeling is saving Oracle Bronto 67% on
acquisition costs and helping realize a 23% improvement in funnel lead velocity.
Going to market with the big data, AI-driven approach of lookalike modeling to get similar results is a
process that involves four major phases:
1

Data unification:
B2B organizations have a large but often siloed set of prospect data. “In many cases, they have
buying cycle data siloed in an SFA system, the personal data siloed in an accounting and billing
system, and the training and product usage data siloed in another system,” said Rose. An AI
lookalike model will need access to all this data, combining it with external data sources to discover
key attributes of best customers.

2

Audience generation:
Using the key attributes the modeling process discovers, the AI platform will generate a lookalike
audience of leads. “I’ve done this manually for clients before and it’s a major project,” said Ardath
Albee, CEO and B2B Marketing Strategist at Marketing Interactions. “AI can mitigate this
pain by quickly assessing your data — think account and contact records in your CRM by target
audience or segment, for example. It then uses this data to come up with a comprehensive list of
attributes that can be applied to new audience/lead identification. And it will even tell you which
attributes match most closely to your ideal customers.”
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3

Campaign execution:
Intelligent demand gen campaigns target this audience with personalized content, optimizing
delivery through the best channels and measuring engagement. “Every single marketing
touchpoint is a test case that companies can use to analyze and optimize using AI and lookalike
models to deliver the right content to the right person to drive conversions,” said Brenner.

4

Model self-tuning:
Via a feedback loop, the AI lookalike modeling platform learns what is working and automatically
adjusts audience and campaign parameters to steadily increase precision. “As AI truly becomes
self-learning and we can feed the algorithm better input, then the tuning aspects of all kinds of
marketing activities will be made easier,” said Rose.

If this approach sounds very skills-intensive and beyond the reach of most B2B marketers, there is
good news: you don’t have to hire a team of data scientists to begin doing lookalike modeling for lead
generation. AI capabilities are now embedded in many parts of the martech stack, and vendors like
LeadCrunch are offering AI services for lookalike modeling. “It’s not just highly specialized agencies or
super expensive, super computer, AI-driven kinds of companies,” said Brenner. “Now you’re seeing
independent consultants and smaller technology solutions that have allowed the maturity to take place.”
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Conclusion: Get Started
With Lookalike Modeling

B2B marketers can leverage AI to get more qualified leads that convert at a higher rate by adopting
lookalike modeling. “Lookalike modeling is certainly one of the levers that they should consider tapping
into to generate that result,” said Brenner.
To do so, marketers will want to follow these steps:
1

Prepare the data. Using AI for lookalike modeling requires access to customer data, so
marketers that want to exploit AI for this may need to get their data house in order. “The first step
is to focus on the quality and access to the data that you will ultimately utilize,” said Rose. “That will
pay dividends even outside of deploying an AI solution.”

2

Use AI to analyze the data and build the model. Marketers don’t have to undertake a
development effort to do this. The Gartner report has this recommendation for marketing leaders
approaching the use of AI: “Engage directly with your existing vendors to understand the role AI
plays in current offerings and how AI fits within the future product roadmap and vision.”

3

Start experimenting. The final step is simply to put a toe into the lookalike modeling pool. As
the industry experiences this paper-shares reveal, pilot efforts can yield impressive results that
can persuade CEOs and CFOs to invest in scaling up AI efforts. “Spend the time now to learn,” said
Rose. “Run beta projects and test experiments.”

“B2B companies that use AI and lookalike modeling for lead generation and nurturing will find that the
improved precision in targeting buyers who act and engage like their ideal customers will lead to higher
ROI,” said Albee. “Lookalike modeling helps marketers become more relevant because they know more
about what their audiences care about and respond to than they do when they simply buy a list from
a data provider that’s based on name, title, company size and industry. It’s getting to those discerning
characteristics — and speaking to them — that will make the difference.”
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LeadCrunch uses Artificial Intelligence and a patented approach to B2B data we call “Vector Marketing.”
The platform identifies prospects most likely to become your lasting, lucrative clients. We then
engage your personas with your B2B content, all on a cost‑per‑lead basis. Each lead passes through a
multi‑touch validation process, backed by a quality guarantee.
sales@leadcrunch.ai
888.708.6649

Demand Gen Report is a targeted online publication that uncovers the strategies and solutions that help
companies better align their sales and marketing organizations, and ultimately, drive growth. A key
component of the publication’s editorial coverage focuses on the sales and marketing automation tools
that enable companies to better measure and manage their multi-channel demand generation efforts.
info@demandgenreport.com
201.257.8528

